2.

LOCATION & ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

2.1 Project Location
The Azusa Rock site is located in the City of Azusa, Los Angeles County. The physical/mailing
address for the site is 3901 Fish Canyon Road, Duarte, California 91010. Despite the Duarte
mailing address, the site is located entirely within the sovereign jurisdiction of the City of Azusa.
The geographic coordinate address for the site is 34.1611 north latitude and 117.9231 west
longitude. The Azusa Rock operation supplies rock, stone, and sand to VMC’s nearby Reliance
material processing plant, located in the City of Irwindale. The Reliance plant converts the raw
material to construction products, including, but not limited to construction‐grade aggregate,
concrete aggregate, plaster sands, asphaltic concrete aggregate, ballast, and road base for use in
numerous types of construction projects.
Azusa Rock sits adjacent to and northwesterly of the San Gabriel River, and contiguous to the
Angeles National Forest. The site is located at the northerly terminus of Encanto Parkway at Fish
Canyon Road, northeasterly of the City of Duarte. Figure 3 depicts the regional context of Azusa
Rock; Figure 4 illustrates the vicinity setting.
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Figure 3: Regional Location
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A variety of diverse land uses are located adjacent to and near Azusa Rock. Adjacent land uses
include the Angeles National Forest to the north, a privately‐owned equestrian center to the
southwest, and the San Gabriel River and the site of the former San Gabriel Valley Gun Club to the
southeast. The property upon which the former gun club resided is property owned by the
applicant. Residential subdivisions located near Azusa Rock include the Mountain Cove
community approximately 1.25 miles to the east in the City of Azusa and the Brookridge Road
Neighborhood in the City of Duarte approximately 0.6 miles to the southwest.
Major arterials near Azusa Rock include San Gabriel Canyon Road (SR‐39) located approximately
0.8 miles to the east, Foothill Boulevard / Huntington Drive (Historic Route 66) 1.75 miles to the
south, and the Foothill Freeway (I‐210) approximately 2.5 miles to the south. These land uses are
indicated on Figure 4, above. Local jurisdictions of the immediate area are indicated on Figure 5
on the subsequent page. There are no railroads or major utilities which exist on or near the
subject property, as noted in PRC §2772(c)(5). No changes to utility services are required under
the Revised Conditional Use Permit & Reclamation Plan. Existing facilities will serve the property
and operations.
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Figure 4: Vicinity Location
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Figure 5: Area Wide Local Jurisdictions
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2.2 General Plan Designation
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The City’s 2004 General Plan Land Use Map designates the subject property as Open Space, as
depicted in Figure 6. Government Code §65300 et seq., requires cities and counties to prepare
and adopt a comprehensive, long‐term General Plan for the physical development of their
jurisdiction. A general plan must contain seven mandatory elements: land use, circulation,
housing, open space, conservation, safety, and noise. All other elements are permissible as
optional elements.
In 2004 the City adopted a revision of its 1983 General Plan and combined the mandatory
elements into a single general plan document organized into three major community themes:
1. Built Environment Theme,
2. Economy and Community Theme, and,
3. Natural Environment Theme.
The Natural Environment Theme contains the Open Space and Biological Resources Element,
Geologic Hazards Element, and Minerals Element. The single goal of the Mineral Element is:
“Balance the need for minerals resource extraction with the City’s goals to minimize biological,
aesthetic, and other impacts.”
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Figure 6: General Plan Designation
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2.3 Zoning Classification
The site and currently entitled operations are located within the City’s Open Space (OS) zoning
classification on the City’s Zoning Classification Map, depicted in Figure 7. Chapter 88.28 (Special
Purpose Zones) of the Development Code state that surface mining operations are permitted in
this zone upon the granting of a Use Permit and approval of a Development Agreement. Section
88.28.020(B) of this chapter describes the intent of the OS zone:
“The Open Space zone is intended to protect its important natural resources by limiting building
within the mountains, foothills, and river channels. The primary allowable land uses are: public
recreation; limited residential development on legal lots of record with adequate access, buildable
areas, and infrastructure; limited agricultural uses; and, where authorized by the General Plan
lodging, resort, and conference center facilities and related activities. Certain areas within the OS
zone may be subject to long‐term preservation through land conservancy arrangements.
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Surface mining operations may also be allowed where they were established prior to the effective
date of this Development Code, recognizing the community’s strong interest in improving and
accelerating reclamation and reducing the environmental impacts of existing vested mining, with
consideration of trade‐offs affecting vested mining operations and future operations adjacent and
contiguous to vested operations. Future operations adjacent and contiguous to vested operations
may be considered through a formal Development Agreement based on public participation and
environmental review. For the purposes of this Development Code, vested mining rights shall
mean that valid Use Permits have been issued by the City, or that mining is otherwise considered
vested pursuant to other applicable laws.”
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Development Code Chapter 88.70 (Glossary) contains definitions for the purposes of Chapter
88.44 (Surface Mining and Reclamation). These definitions state that ancillary activities, such as
rock crushing and material handling, are recognized activities within the OS zone.
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Figure 7: Zoning Classification Map
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2.4 Mineral Resource Zone Classification
2.4.1 San Gabriel Production‐Consumption Region
The boundaries of the San Gabriel Valley Production–Consumption Region circumscribe the
primary marketing region of the San Gabriel fan sand and gravel production district, one of the
major sand and gravel production districts in the greater Los Angeles metropolitan area. The San
Gabriel Valley Region was adopted into the State Regulations (CCR §3550.5) on August 24, 1983.
Within this region, several resource areas are identified as containing sand and gravel deposits
deemed to be significant and are classified as Mineral Resource Zone 2 (MRZ‐2). The definition for
MRZ‐2 is:
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“Areas where adequate information indicates that significant mineral deposits are present or
where it is judged that a high likelihood for their presence exists. This zone shall be applied to
known mineral deposits or where well developed lines of reasoning, based upon economic‐
geologic principles and adequate data, demonstrate that the likelihood of occurrence of significant
mineral deposits is high.” (CCR, Title 14, Division 2, Chapter 8, Subchapter 1, §3550.5)
In 2006, the Department of Conservation, California Geological Survey published “Map Sheet 52:
Aggregate Availability in California.” 8 This report stated the San Gabriel Valley P‐C Region’s 50‐
year demand at 1,148 million tons and the corresponding supply at 370 million tons, resulting in a
deficit of 778 million tons. Stated differently, only 32 percent of the 50‐year demand existed as of
2006. Azusa Rock’s existing permitted reserves are included in the 370 million tons of supply
calculated by CGS. Azusa Rock alone represents 30%(+/‐) of the existing regional supply. The
currently permitted supply is less than a 10‐year demand equivalency. Surface mining permits can
require as much as 5‐10 years to gain, if approved at all. It would appear that near‐term depletion
of the local resource is predictable.

8
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State of California, Department of Conservation, California Geological Survey, Map Sheet 52: Aggregate Availability in California, 2006

2.4.2 Azusa Rock Quarry Mineral Resource Zone Classification
The California Department of Conservation, Division of Mines and Geology (subsequently
renamed, “California Geological Survey”) published Open File Report (OFR) 88‐23 entitled,
“Mineral Land Classification of Fish Canyon Quarry, Azusa Quadrangle, Los Angeles County,
California for Portland Cement Concrete and For Base Aggregate, December 1988.”9 The OFR
documented the SMGB’s approval of a petition by Azusa Rock, Inc. requesting classification of the
Azusa Rock site for PCC‐quality and base aggregate. Classification was granted and the site was
designated MRZ‐2, indicating the presence of a significant deposit of construction aggregate
(Figure 9 – Mineral Resource Zone Map).
The SMGB notified the City in October 1988 that pursuant to PRC §2762(a), the MRZ‐2
classification requires the City to incorporate certain land use policies into their General Plan to
ensure the essential mineral resource is available for future use. The City complied with this
requirement six years later in its 2004 General Plan Update.
9

See Appendix 6, herein, to review OFR 88-23 in its entirety.
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Figure 8: San Gabriel Valley Production‐Consumption Region
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Figure 9: Mineral Resource Zone Map10
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2.5 Environmental Features
The Azusa Rock site contains both natural and modified landforms, the latter of which resulted
from historic mining activities, physical improvements and ancillary uses necessary for mining,
and for voluntary restoration of portions of Fish Creek. For purposes of convenience, and not

10

Source: DMG OFR 8823, December 1988; Mineral Land Classification of Fish Canyon.

representing any official designations, the Azusa Rock facility is apportioned into three areas: the
West Side, Fish Creek, and the East Side. The following figure identifies these areas.

The primary characteristics of the natural environment are minimally expressed through geology,
surface hydrology and groundwater characteristics, and existing vegetation. The following table
summarizes these characteristics and discussions follow the table.
Table 6: Statistical Summary: Existing Natural Environment Characteristics
Component

Existing Characteristic
Geology

Principal Rock Types
Local Topographic Relief

Sediments

Faulting

Igneous and metamorphic
Elevation ranges from approximately 720 to 2,070+
feet msl
Principal deposits are located within the stream
channel of Fish Canyon and older sediments located
on ridges and hilltops
Sierra Madre Fault crosses the southern portion of
the site boundary near the site entrance
Surface Hydrology and Ground Water

Groundwater Basin

San Gabriel Groundwater Basin

Hydrologic Unit

Los Angeles – San Gabriel Hydrologic Unit
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Figure 10: Azusa Rock East Side and West Side
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Component
Groundwater depth
Fish Creek
Special Flood Hazard Area

Existing Characteristic
From 260 to 290 feet below ground surface (see
previous reference to gw at 700‐800 msl)
On‐site length: 3,220 linear feet
On‐site width: 15‐35 feet
Outside of any Special Flood Hazard Area boundaries
Vegetation

Alluvial Scrub and Woodland

± 65% of the site

North Slope Chaparral

± 20% of the site

South Slope Coastal Sage Scrub

± 10% of the site

Southern Sycamore / Alder Riparian
Woodland

± 5% of the site

2.5.1 Site Access and Customary Vehicular Trips
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All employee and vehicular access related to operations occurs via the entrance gate at the
northerly terminus of Fish Canyon Road. From this entrance, a network of internal largely
unpaved informal mine access roads cross throughout the site. These include, in part, an access
road along Fish Creek to the entrance of Fish Canyon Trail at the National Forest boundary. Mine
access roads for equipment and employee use are also located along the easterly side of the
canyon leading to the upper‐mined slopes and westerly side of the canyon leading to the rock
crushing station, upper portion of the mined slopes, and the un‐mined 80‐acre westerly parcel.
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At full operation, Azusa Rock is accessed by up to fifteen (15) employees on weekdays. During the
same period, approximately ten (10) service and delivery vehicles access the property. The
employee and delivery vehicle counts will remain the same whether the Revised Conditional Use
Permit and Reclamation Plan is authorized, or mined and reclaimed under the 1988 authorization.

2.5.2 Topography
Azusa Rock is located in the foothills on the southern face of the San Gabriel Mountains, which
make up the southeastern portion of California’s Traverse Ranges geologic and physiographic
province. The property is characterized by deeply incised canyons with precipitous slopes. Relief
within the Azusa Rock site is over 1,250 feet.
The San Gabriel River, one of the major rivers in southern California, exits the San Gabriel
Mountains to the east of the site and flows southward across the San Gabriel Valley and through
Whittier Narrows into the Los Angeles Basin. Fish Creek, which intermittently flows through the
central part of the site, merges with the San Gabriel River southeast of the subject property.
The lowest elevations within the site are along Fish Creek and range from 730 feet msl near the
south property line to 900 feet msl near the north property line (Figure 14 & Appendix 22). The

western part of the site is highest with upper elevations ranging from 1,500 feet to nearly 2,100
feet msl; the northwest corner of Azusa Rock is the highest on‐site elevation at 2,070 feet msl.
The upper elevations in the eastern site area are 1,750 feet msl and rising gradually to 1,790 feet
msl at the north property line. (Also, See Section 3.9, Source of Topographic Mapping)

2.5.3 Geology

¾ Metamorphic Rocks ‐ The oldest rocks are the metamorphic rocks representing
ancient basement rocks, which metamorphosed into gneiss, a banded or layered
rock, composed primarily of quartz, feldspar, and ferromagnesium minerals.
Generally, these rocks are highly fractured, sheared, and weathered with
abundant mineral alteration and decomposition. At shallow depth within the
weathered zone, these rocks can typically be disaggregated by hand pressure or
by soft blows from a hammer. These rocks are thicker on the east side of the site
than the west.
¾ Igneous Rocks ‐ Igneous rocks make up much of the site and can be found on
nearly all of the west side and underlie the metamorphic rock of the east side.
The igneous rocks are of Mesozoic age (~100,000 million years old) and consist
mostly of quartz diorite with granodiorite, quartz monzonite, gabbro, and granite
composition.
Stated in the Geology & Soil Impact Analysis, ENV America, October 2008 (Appendix 18), the long
history of repeated folding, faulting, and uplift of the San Gabriel Mountains has resulted in highly
weathered and highly‐to‐moderately fractured rock that is susceptible to crumbling, rock falls,
toppling, and landslides. The fractures comprise both faults and joints. The fractures are largely
randomly oriented in all azimuths and dip angles but dips are generally steep (50‐90o). Some local
exposures exhibit discontinuities with subparallel orientations, but these features are of limited
extent and appear to be discontinuous, short, and cut off by other joints or faults.
Many of the fractures show small displacements and, therefore, are faults. Most of these are
minor local features associated with the break‐up of the rocks during a history of uplift within the
San Gabriel Mountain mass. Most of these faults extend for short distances where they are offset

11

A general term to refer to colluvium found at the base of a slope as a result of soil erosion and the down-slope movement of sediment
and any associated artefactua material. Slopewash deposits may in some cases seal and thus protect early land surfaces.
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The site consists primarily of two basic types of rocks, igneous (qd) and metamorphic (gn). These
are covered locally by thin deposits of sediments consisting of modern stream alluvium (Qg), older
Quaternary‐age fan and terrace deposits (Qog), and by deeply weathered slopewash
(colluvium).11 The following provides further detail on the rocks found onsite:
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by another fault, which is offset by another fault and so on. The recently mined slopes at the site
reveal numerous faults with continuity of hundreds of feet, but none of these can be seen to be
directly related to active seismogenic faults. It is concluded, however, that there appear to be no
major through‐going faults exposed within the site. No active faults or earthquake fault zones
(Alquist‐Priolo Zones) have been identified by the California Geological Survey at the subject site.
A twenty‐year long history of geological mapping and slope‐stability analysis by VMC’s consulting
geologists indicate a wide zone of northwest‐southeast trending faults in the northern part of the
east quarry. This zone is characterized as a shear zone, but one not shown on any regional
geological map (for example, Dibblee, 1999). This orientation is similar to the regional
northwesterly metamorphic fabric.
The major potentially active faults in the region are listed below, along with the estimated
earthquake potential for these faults. Other faults in the region were analyzed but were found
either to be too far from the site to generate large ground motions or are not capable of
generating larger earthquakes than the listed faults.
Table 7: Fault Parameters
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FAULT NAME
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Sierra Madre
Duarte
Clamshell‐Sawpit
San Gabriel
Raymond
Puente Hills

MAXIMUM
EARTHQUAKE (1)
7.0
6.5
6.5
7.0
6.5
7.0

DISTANCE
FROM SITE
miles (km)
0.3 mi
1.6 mi
2.8 mi
6 mi
8 mi
16 mi

(0.5 km)
(2.6 km)
(4.5 km)
(10 km)
(13 km)
(23 km)

FAULT
TYPE(2)
RE
RE
RE
ST
RO
RE

Notes: 1) Moment magnitude scale.
2) NL =Normal, NO=Normal‐Oblique, RE=Reverse or Thrust, RO=Reverse‐Oblique; ST=Strike Slip

The major fault in relationship to the Azusa Rock Quarry is the Sierra Madre fault, a northerly
dipping reverse (or thrust) fault that is part of a major fault system, bounding the southern margin
of the Transverse Ranges from the Channel Island region in the west to the San Bernardino Region
in the east. The Sierra Madre fault is a complex system comprising several subparallel branches. It
extends from the San Fernando Valley region (Sylmar area) to approximately 1,500 feet south of
the Site area and merges with the Cucamonga fault to the east, which extends to the San
Jacinto/San Andreas fault system near San Bernardino. The central part of the Sierra Madre fault
along the north side of the San Gabriel Valley has not ruptured the surface in historical times, but
the westerly part of the fault was the source of the 1971 San Fernando earthquake. Although the
fault is not identified as an active fault or an Earthquake Fault Zone (Alquist‐Priolo Zone) by the

CGS, evidence indicates that the feature should be considered a seismic source capable of large
surface ruptures and about a 7.5 magnitude earthquake (Rubin et al, 1998).
The Duarte fault lies 1.6 miles south of Azusa Rock and merges with the Sierra Madre fault. This
fault also appears to be a northerly dipping reverse fault. Together, these faults appear to be the
major crustal break along which the San Gabriel Mountains were uplifted and thrust over the
sedimentary basin fill of the San Gabriel Valley.
The Clamshell‐Sawpit fault, which is about 2.8 miles north of the Site, may also be a branch of the
Sierra Madre fault. The Clamshell‐Sawpit fault appears to have been seismically active in 1991
(Hauksson, 1994).

Sediments occur locally throughout the site. The principal deposits are the active stream‐channel
deposits along the floor of Fish Canyon. These materials are primarily loose, uncemented sand
and gravel. They have been substantially disturbed and modified by decades of mining activities.
Older sediments are scattered across the ridges and hilltops. These are remnants of uplifted
alluvial fan and stream terrace deposits and are primarily comprised of silt, sand, and gravel.
Slopewash alluvium is found scattered across local slopes. These materials are silts, sands, and
gravels resulting from in‐place weathering and decomposition of rock and slow down slope creep
from gravitational forces and rainfall.
Fish Canyon, in part, is noted as susceptible to liquefaction. This is based on the assumption that
the sediments are loose sands or silts and saturated with water. Although the materials in Fish
Canyon are loose locally, they are primarily coarse‐grained sand and gravel with local lenses of
finer grained sands. Coarse materials such as those at the site are not highly susceptible to
liquefaction, though liquefaction could potentially occur locally in the finer grained lenses. In any
case, the area of potential liquefaction is very small and no permanent man‐made facilities are
planned in these areas. Liquefaction in an open space, as is the planned end use for the Azusa
Rock Quarry, creates no damage to man‐made structures.

2.5.5 Surface Drainage & Delineations
Fish Creek, once a natural drainage feature on‐site but now significantly altered, passes through
the center of the quarry property. Fish Creek is approximately 3,220 linear feet in length onsite
and ranges from 15 to 35 feet wide. Fish Creek joins the San Gabriel River about 1,100 linear feet
offsite.
The portion of Fish Creek located on the Azusa Rock property was authorized by regulatory
agencies for relocation three times during the nine‐decade mining history. The cumulative effect
of the three previous relocations resulted in the channel being confined along the outer (western)
canyon wall in the northern reach, and conveyed via enclosed corrugated pipe for the lower two‐
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2.5.4 Sediments and Soils
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thirds of the site. The upper on‐site reach (northern portion) of Fish Creek was voluntarily
restored to its historic function and habitat values in 2002 by VMC. The Wildlife Habitat Council
recognized VMC for restoration of Fish Creek within its Registry of Certified Programs for the
restoration performed on Fish Creek.12 The program has been sufficiently successful that within a
three‐year period, specific endangered species returned to the site to occupy the habitat.13 Prior
to mining, Fish Creek flowed naturally through Fish Canyon north of the site, across what is now
the Azusa Rock facility, and emptied into the San Gabriel River south of the site. Today, the
restored portions of Fish Creek functions as in 1954. Figures 11 and 12 (subsequent page) provide
a comparison of Fish Creek prior to and after restoration. The photos were taken from
approximately the same location, but focused differently.
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A jurisdictional delineation study was performed over the entire 270‐acre Azusa Rock site by
ECORP Consulting, Inc., September 2008. The study found that the on‐site non‐wetland waters
are limited to the canyon floor area, generally occupied by Fish Creek, and certain specific areas
near the creek previously shaped to direct surface flow toward the Creek. The detention basin
near the office facility is also delineated, but was created and operates under authority of
regulatory permits. The area defined to be Waters of the U.S. subject to USACOE jurisdiction
under the Clean Water Act is 1.341 acres in area over a length of 2,990 linear feet. However, it is
important to note that only 0.725 acres and 1,804 linear feet of the delineation are within the
unrestored portion of Fish Creek. Total CDFG jurisdiction along Fish Creek and adjacent to Fish
Creek is 9.012 acres with a total length of 10,040 feet. Approximately 50.05% of the delineation is
restored Creek drainage and habitat, and 49.95% is within the core mining area. 14
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The Revised Conditional Use Permit & Reclamation Plan does not affect the delineated areas.
Should it be necessary to affect the delineated areas for unforeseen reasons, it may not occur
unless and until permits, agreements, and certifications are issues by the responsible agencies.
Those agencies would be the US Army Corps of Engineers, State Department of Fish & Game, and
the Los Angeles Region Water Quality Control Board.

12

See Appendix 10 – Wildlife Habitat Council; Wildlife at Work/Fish Creek Restoration Re-Certification, and
http://www.wildlifehc.org/Registry_CertifiedSites/cert_sites_detail2.cfm?LinkAdvID=95536
13
See Appendix 15, Biological Resource Assessment, ECORP, September 2008
14
See Appendix 7, “Jurisdictional Delineation of Fish Creek,” September 2008: Figure 4, USACOE Wetlands Delineation and Figure 5, CDFG
Delineation.

Figure 12: Fish Creek Post‐Restoration
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Figure 11: Fish Creek Prior to Restoration
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2.5.6 Groundwater
(See Appendix 16, “Water Resources Impact Analysis,” September 26, 2008, ENV America, for a
full description of the water resources)
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Groundwater levels are estimated based on data from nearby areas, since no wells exist on or
immediately adjacent to the subject property. The elevation of the San Gabriel River running
along the site is about 700 msl. Groundwater levels decrease in depth from the northern portion
of the City against the foothills to the southern portion of the City. Assuming groundwater
equilibrium and continuous flow in the San Gabriel River, the groundwater elevation in the mining
area will be higher than 700 feet msl. The aquifer material below the site is hard rock and
groundwater is likely present in the open fractures of the rock. A natural seep flows part of the
year at the site at an approximate elevation of 800 feet msl. Groundwater at the site is assumed
to exist at elevations between 700 and 800 feet msl. Site elevations along Fish Creek range from
between 730 and 900 feet msl. The mining operations will cease at elevation 770 msl, and will not
result in exposure of groundwater. The concern normally associated with groundwater exposure
is evaporative loss for a non‐productive reason, and the potential for contamination of
groundwater through its exposure. Neither will result from the revised conditional use permit and
reclamation plan.
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Groundwater depth ranges from about 260 to 290 feet below ground surface (bgs) just south of
Foothill Boulevard, approximately 1.75 miles south of the site. The regional groundwater surface
slopes southwest and south at an angle that is less than the topographic surface (City of Azusa,
2003). State well number 01A10W7R002S is located about six miles southeast of the site. Since
1993, the depth to groundwater below land surface at that site has ranged from approximately
120 feet to 155 feet.

2.5.7 Vegetation & Habitat
(See Appendix 15, Biological Impact Assessment, September 2008, ECORP Consulting, Inc. &
Appendix 7, Jurisdictional Delineation, September 2008, ECORP Consulting, Inc. for a full
description of the vegetation and habitats of the setting.)
The dominant vegetation associations found in this area, though sparse, includes coastal sage
scrub on the San Gabriel Mountains’ south facing slopes, chaparral on the north facing slopes,
alluvial scrub and woodland, and sycamores and alders in the riparian woodland areas. (Also, see
previous “Table 6: Statistical Summary – Existing Natural Environment Characteristics.”) These
vegetation associations are characteristic of Southern California foothills. Portions of the Azusa
Rock site are disturbed and devoid of plant and wildlife due to the prior and existing mining
operations. The remaining undisturbed areas of the site include the most eastern portion of the
site and the 80‐acre parcel on the west side.

East Side Reclamation Area
The east side reclamation area includes the previously reclaimed terraced steps, which are
vegetated primarily with coastal sage scrub, and the undisturbed mountainous areas located east
of the mined slope and the terraced steps. The reclamation activities will remove a limited
amount of native vegetation located immediately adjacent to the mine slope and on the terraced
steps. The native habitats located on the mountainous areas will be preserved. One sensitive
plant, the San Gabriel River dudleya (Dudleya cymosa ssp. crebrifolia), occurs on the terraced
steps. A percentage of these plants can be transplantation. The southern California rufous‐
crowned sparrow (Aimophils ruficeps canescens), a sensitive species, utilizes the coastal sage
scrub on the terraced steps as well as within the immediate area.

The west side mining and reclamation area is dominated by actively and previously mined slopes
in the eastern portion and undisturbed chaparral in the western portion. The mining activities will
primarily remove chaparral habitat, but lesser amounts of coastal sage scrub will be removed.
Because mining and reclamation will be phased, suitable habitat areas will continue to be
available on‐site for wildlife during each mining and reclamation phase. One sensitive species, the
San Gabriel River dudleya, is located on the west side. A larger population exists on the southeast
facing slope, which is dominated by marginal quality coastal sage scrub located in the southeast
corner of the area. The opinion of the consulting biologists is that transplantation of a percentage
of these plants might serve to offset the potential loss of this species.
Canyon Bottom
The canyon bottom is dominated by disturbed areas associated with long‐term mining activities.
Canyon bottom reclamation will primarily include removal of equipment and finishing the surface
of the disturbed areas followed by restoration with native species. Scattered patches of coastal
sage scrub in the canyon bottom may be affected by the grading activities associated with the
reclamation but they will be avoided, as possible. The previously restored portion of Fish Creek
will be preserved in its current condition. Four sensitive wildlife species were observed in the
restored reach of Fish Creek during the biological reconnaissance surveys and focused surveys.
These include the Santa Ana speckled dace, California newt, two‐striped garter snake, and
southwestern willow flycatcher. A single territorial southwestern willow flycatcher was observed
utilizing habitat in the restored and preserved portion of Fish Creek and habitat located upstream
of the bridge over Fish Creek. Reclamation activities will not affect the species.
Recreation ‐‐ Retention of On‐Site Hiking Trails
The most westerly 80‐acre portion of the Azusa Rock property has a hiking trail upon it, consisting
of an easement granted by Azusa Rock, Inc. to the City of Duarte. The easement was granted to
the City of Duarte in 1998 and recorded in 1999. The City of Azusa was not and is not a party to
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the existing trail easement. The easement is a specifically described alignment 20‐feet in width.
Figure 13, below, illustrates the existing easement and trail alignment.
Azusa Rock retained the right in the easement grant to relocate the trail anywhere on the Azusa
Rock property at the sole expense and discretion of Azusa Rock, subject to the reconstruction of a
comparable or better trail for the City of Duarte. Upon completion of the relocated trail, the
existing easement will terminate and a new easement will be recorded. Approval of the Revised
Conditional Use Permit & Reclamation Plan application will result in the relocation and
construction of a new trail of comparable or better quality for continued use by trail enthusiasts.
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Figure 13: Fish Creek Post‐Restoration
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2.6 Site Visual Characterization
The following pages contain a series of photographs depict existing site conditions.
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Site Photo 1: Aerial Photo
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Site Photo 2: Site Entrance
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Photo 2 shows the entrance from on‐site looking off‐site toward Fish Canyon Road with the
parking area in the foreground.
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Photo Elements:
A – Fish Canyon Road
B – Parking Area

Photo 3 shows the portable site office and employee restroom and break and lunch area that
comprise the administrative function of the Azusa Rock facility. Photo background provides a view
of the mined slopes and material conveyor.

Photo Elements:

A – Portable Site Office Trailer
B – Employee Restrooms, Lockers, and Break and Lunch Area
C – Mined Slope (East Slope)
D – Material Conveyor
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Site Photo 3: Site Administration Area
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Site Photo 4: Site Administration and Storage

Photo 4 shows the rear view of the portable site office and the three portable storage containers.
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Photo Elements:
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A – Administration Portable Office Trailer
B – Portable Containers

Photo 5 shows the on‐site storm water detention basin located adjacent to the administration
buildings and provides a comparison of the mined slopes with and without traditional benching.

Photo Elements:
A – Storm Water Detention Basin
B – Fish Canyon
C – Material Conveyor
D – Mined Slope (East Slope) with Traditional Benching &
Reclamation is Complete
E – In‐Progress Mined Slope (East Slope)

Azusa Rock, Inc. ‐ Revised Conditional Use Permit & Reclamation Plan

Site Photo 5: Storm Water Retention Basin
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Site Photo 6: North of Entrance Area – Oblique View
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Photo 6 provides an overview of the area north of the entrance and adjacent areas to the east.
Adjacent off‐site land uses include the San Gabriel River and spreading basins (Elements F and G).
This photo provides a comparison of mined slopes with traditional benching (Element A – photo
left) and non‐benched slopes (Element A – photo right). The site boundary is shown by a dashed
black line.
Photo Elements:
A – Mined Slope with Step‐Benching Method (East Slope)
B – Partially Mined Slope (West Slope; Reclamation activities have
not yet commenced Slope)
C – Mine Access Road
D – Fish Creek
E – Material Conveyor
F – Material Surge Pile
G – San Gabriel River
H – Spreading Basins

Photo 7 provides a comparison of mined versus un‐mined slopes looking up from Fish Creek.
Mined slopes right of the dashed line; un‐mined slopes are to the left.

Photo Elements:
A – Un‐Mined Slopes
B – Mined Slope
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Site Photo 7: Comparison of Mined and Un‐mined Slopes
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Site Photo 8: Crushing Station – Distance View

Photo 8 provides a distance view of the crushing station and gravity‐fed material stockpile.
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Photo Elements:
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A – Mined Slopes (Reclamation activities have not yet commenced)
B – Access Road
C – Crushing Station
D – Material Surge Pile Area

Photo 9 provides a down slope view of the crushing station and the gravity‐fed surge pile. Materials
leave the crushing station via the conveyor drop (Element B) and “fan‐out” with the smaller grain
materials remaining at the top of the surge pile and the larger, heavier rocks near the bottom.

Photo Elements:

A – Mined Slope (Reclamation activities have not yet commenced)
B – Material Conveyor
C – Surge Pile Area
D – Material Depression Cone
E – Material Loading Tunnel
F – Material Conveyor
G – Air Quality Control System
H – Access Road
I – Fish Creek
J – Conveyor Spray Bars

Azusa Rock, Inc. ‐ Revised Conditional Use Permit & Reclamation Plan

Site Photo 9: Crushing Station – Down Slope View
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Site Photo 10: View of Material Loading Tunnel
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Photo 10 provides a view of the material tunnel, which is the beginning of the material conveyor system.
Photo Elements:

A – Material Loading Tunnel
B – Material Conveyor
C – Secondary Safety Access
D – Access Road
E – Mined Slope (Reclamation activities have not yet commenced)

Photo 11 shows off‐site land uses adjacent to the Azusa Rock facility.

Photo Elements:

A – Former San Gabriel Valley Gun Club Site (Decommissioned)
B – San Gabriel River
C – Material Conveyor
D – Spreading Basin
E – Mountain Cove Residential Community
F – Foothills North Community (as denoted in City General Plan)
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Site Photo 11: View of Surrounding Area – East
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Site Photo 12: View of Surrounding Area – Southwest
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Photo 12 provides views of off‐site land uses southwest of the Azusa Rock facility.
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Photo Elements:

A – Spreading Basin
B – Material Conveyor
C – Reliance Processing Facility
D – San Gabriel River
E – Fish Canyon Road
F – Azusa Greens Golf Course & Residential Community

Photo 13 shows a ground‐level view of the restored portion of Fish Creek. Temporary vegetation
irrigation lines and sprinkler heads are visible (Element B).

Photo Elements:

A – Restored Fish Creek Channel
B – Irrigation System (Line & Sprinkler Head)
C – Material Surge Pile
D – Access Road
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Site Photo 13: Restored Fish Creek – Ground‐Level View
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Site Photo 14: Restored Fish Creek – Distance View

Site Photo 14 shows a distance view of the restored portion of Fish Creek.
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Photo Elements:
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A – Fish Creek Channel
B – Entrance to Fish Canyon Trail
C – Access Road
D – Mined Slope (Reclamation activities have not yet commenced)

